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Abstract —In a heterogeneous cloud radio access network (H-CRAN), which consists of multiple access points (APs) providing smaller
coverage and a high power node (HPN) providing ubiquitous coverage, mobile machines can connect to multiple APs and a HPN by
coordinated multi-point transmission (CoMP) concurrently to achieve ultra-reliable and low-latency communication. However, the
current network association (or priorly known as handovers), which only focuses on switching between two base stations, may not be
an efficient scheme in the H-CRAN. In this paper, we innovate a proactive network association mechanism by taking CoMP into
consideration under the H-CRAN architecture. We consider two scenarios under the H-CRAN architecture: with and without the
assistance of the HPN in the network. By regarding APs/HPN in the H-CRAN as resources that allocated to mobile machines, a novel
proactive network association concept is proposed, and then generalized from one-to-one to multiple-to-multiple case. With the
assistance of Lyapunov optimization theory, effective bandwidth and capacity theory, we can prove that this proactive network
association scheme can guarantee that the queueing delay performance and the delay violation probability can be both smaller than a
corresponding upper bound. That is, both low-latency and ultra-reliable communication can be guaranteed. We also conduct
experiments by using real trace from taxis movement data to verify the analytical results. Out results suggest the guidelines to design
the proactive network association scheme in a H-CRAN.

Index Terms —Network association, Cloud radio access network, CoMP, Robotic communication, Autonomous vehicles,
Machine-to-Machine communication, Vertical handover, Internet of Things, Ultra-reliable and low-latency communication

✦

1 INTRODUCTION

The development of autonomous driving or robots has attracted in-
terest due to its potential of improving traffic safety, efficiency, and
information dissemination. Most autonomous vehicles (AVs),e.g.,
Google Car [1], have been developed based on a perception sys-
tem, including various on-board sensors and machine intelligence
to maneuver along the streets with other vehicles. Nevertheless,
the intelligence of individual AV can be further enhanced by the
networking and computing infrastructures of the entire intelligent
transportation systems (ITS). Due to the limitations of on-board
perception sensors, driving safety and efficiency in holistic scope
of ITS heavily rely on the reliable and low-latency wireless
networking toward success control information exchanges [2].

Upcoming intelligent mobile machines (IMMs) including au-
tonomous and smart vehicles, unmanned aerial vehicles, robots,
etc, are expected to reach the amount similar to smart phones. With
supporting sensor and information infrastructures, current wireless
networking technology cannot support the traffic volume and
corresponding performance requirements, particularly networking
delay. Furthermore, the safety of ITS highly relies on ultra-reliable
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and low-latency communication among the vehicles and associ-
ated vehicular and mobile networks. The safety-related messages
for reliable ITS demand strict networking requirements. Accord-
ing to [3], the delay performance of safety-related messages
should be no more than50 ∼ 100ms. For massive operation of
autonomous vehicles, it is widely believed that a further stringent
end-to-end latency in the order of1ms is necessary [4]. To achieve
ultra-reliable and low-latency communication in ITS, there are two
major technology challenges to overcome: (1) Spectrum scarcity
and (2) Network association of low delay guarantees.

• Spectrum scarcity: From GSM/GPSR, UMTS to
LTE/LTE-A, data transmission rate has been enhanced to
a million fold solely by connecting to a powerful widely
base stations (BSs). With the development of physical
layer technology such as MIMO, beamforming, it seems
like that transmission rate has almost approached Shannon
bound and cannot be improved largely [5]. To solve
this challenge by small-cell ultra-dense networking, the
architecture of heterogeneous cloud radio access network
(H-CRAN) was proposed as shown in Fig. 1. In general,
there are two major tiers of networks under H-CRAN
archiecture. The first tier is composed of high power node
(HPN), which traditionally can provide the ubiquitous
services of the IMMs. The second tier is composed of a
group of distributed low power APs in the service area of
the HPN. By decreasing the distance between IMMs and
APs, the spectrum efficiency and transmission rate can be
successfully improved [6].

• Network association: The smaller transmission distance
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Fig. 2: a) The conventional handover in a homogeneous network.
b) Frequent handover in the heterogeneous networks.

in H-CRAN architecture suffers from frequent network
association (also known as user association or handover).
As shown in Fig. 2, conventional network associations
only happen at the edge of a BS coverage. However, under
the H-CRAN architecture, there are many distributed APs
and each of them has a smaller service region than the
coverage of a conventional BS. The edge of the networks
are any-where. Under this scenario, to prevent from the
network being occupied by control signals, it is necessary
to coordinate the small cell networks to execute a new
handover scheme [7]. Therefore, the concept ofvirtual
cell is proposed to solve this problem. It is achieved by
connecting all distributed APs (or called remote radio
head) and HPN with the Baseband Units (BBUs) to create
a large cell virtually, and all the radio resources in this
“large” cell is scheduled and allocated by utilizing the
cloud computing technology [8]. In this case, the different
APs are transparent to the IMMs. The number of network
associations is successfully reduced.

In order to fully take advantage of the distributed APs, co-
ordinated multi-point transmission (CoMP) has been considered
as an important technique in H-CRAN [9] within virtual cell. In
this case, all the distributed APs behave as the remote antennas,
and are allowable to service one IMM simultaneously. The data
collected from these remote antennas can be processed at BBU
in a centralized way. It is intuitive for the IMMs to build more
connections to the APs or the HPN to pursue much better transmis-
sion performance. However, the more connections with the APs,
the larger number of signalling overheads might be incurred. For

example, the signaling overhead due to synchronization among
APs in the same virtual cell might become terrible burdens to
meet the delay requirements [10]. On the other hand, connecting
with all the available APs may incur unfairness issue. Consider
that an IMM occupies all the available APs, a later coming IMM
suffering from deep fading or severe interference may not obtain
enough APs. The delay performance thus cannot be guaranteed.
As a result, the number of utilized APs should also be optimized.

The goal of this paper is to design a delay-aware “vehicle”-
centric approach to fully utilize the advantages of CoMP and
simultaneously prevent the resulting control signal overheads to
hurt the delay performance, such that ultra-low latency end-
to-end wireless networking can be realized. A novel proactive
network association mechanism is proposed to enable effective
radio resource utilization by taking fairness and control signal
overheads into consideration. We focus on guaranteeing the delay
performance with only “enough” utilization number of APs and
thus the control signal overheads can be minimized. In addition,
comparing with the network association in a conventional one-tier
network consisting of only BSs, network association in H-CRAN
with two-tier architecture becomes more complicated. The IMMs
might coordinate with the multiple APs (known as the horizontal
network association) or connect to the HPN (known as vertical
network association) and the APs concurrently. The transmission
quality of the IMMs is highly relative to the number of APs
being connected to and whether the IMMs have a connection
to the HPN or not. Therefore, the network associations in H-
CRAN become a process of allocation involved the distributed
APs and HPN. In other words, we can regard these distributed APs
and HPN as the limited cherish resource in H-CRAN and IMMs
can proactively access such “resources” to improve their delay
performance. Different from conventional approach, switching
from one BS to another BS (one-to-one scenario), the proposed
proactive network association thus becomes a multiple-to-multiple
scenario,i.e., IMMs switch from a set of APs to another set of
APs.

We discuss two different scenarios in H-CRAN: with and with-
out the assistance of the HPN. In the scenario without HPN, the
IMMs cannot access to the HPN and only rely on the distributed
APs. The goal is to design a proactive network association scheme
that can minimize the number of the utilized APs by the IMMs but
simultaneously guarantee the delay requirements. It is not only
for decrease the complexity of decoding CoMP signal but also to
decrease the burden on the backhaul network [11]. In the scenario
with HPN, an IMM can make a decision whether to connect to
HPN for better service or not. In this scenario, the utilization of
HPN is minimized under the constraint of guaranteeing the delay
performance. The first reason is to avoid additional information
exchanges like authentication, which may further hurt the delay
performance. Another reason is for keeping the infrastructures
for emergency accident. Due to being able to provide ubiquitous
service, HPNs should be reserved to those IMMs suffering from
serious delay or emergencies like, car crash. Therefore, the design
goal is to treat HPN as a supplementary infrastructure by mini-
mizing utilization to achieve the delay guarantees.

With the high speed mobility, the number of available APs
for an IMM changes faster than the conventional user equipments
experiences. The conventional static optimization approach thus
suffers from the out-of-date information and the performance
cannot be optimized. Therefore, two time-dynamic optimization
problems are formulated for two different scenarios to solve the
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proactive network association in H-CRAN. The algorithms are
also proposed to solve the corresponding dynamic optimization
problems in the corresponding scenario. With the assistance of
Lyapunov optimization theory, we can analyze the delay perfor-
mance of the proposed algorithm. The proposed algorithm can also
be proved to approach the best-tradeoff solution for the proposed
dynamic optimization problem.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The related
works are in Section 2. Section 3 describes the details of our
model. In Section 4, we formulate the dynamic optimization for
the proactive network association without the help of vertical
association. The dynamic optimization for vertical association is
described in Section 5. The delay violation probability is analyzed
in Section 6. In Section 7, the design guideline for the horizontal
and vertical network association are provided. The simulation
results of the proposed algorithm are provided in Section 8.

2 L ITERATURE REVIEWS

In this section, we first revisit the literatures about data offloading
in heterogeneous networks and CoMP clustering to reveal our
unique contribution. Intuitively, the device makes a network as-
sociation decision according to the radio link quality,i.e., received
signal strength (RSS) or signal-to-interference-plus-noise (SINR).
Actually, this approach is also commonly used in the handover
scheme of the traditional homogeneous networks [12]. However,
with the amount of the IMMs increasing, solely selecting the
network with the best link may not be a suitable strategy. For ex-
ample, [13] points out that the users’ quality of experiences (QoE)
depends not solely on the SINR but also the other competitors and
the corresponding allocated resource.

2.1 Data Offloading

To increase the performance of the whole systems, we can solve
the network association from the viewpoints of loading balancing
between different tiers of heterogeneous networks. That is, the
users can be associated to multiple networks to decrease the
loading of HPNs and fully utilize the unused resource in the small
cells, andvice versa. Generally speaking, the current studies on
data offloading focus on optimizing the system performance by a
centralized [14]–[17] or a distributed [18]–[20] approach.

In [14], the load balancing scheme is designed based on the
long-term throughput of users to find the best associations between
HPNs and users. To decrease the network-wide average packet
delay, the user association and corresponding resource allocation
scheme are designed based on experiencing packet delay in [15].
In [16], the mobility model is taken into consideration. Based
on the proposed mobility model, a Markovian-based approach is
proposed to do data offloading. Energy consumption and network
capacity are further improved. Data offloading gain in terms of
delay performance is analyzed in [17]. In this works, the WiFi
networks are regarded as the small cell networks utilizing the
orthogonal radio resource to the HPN. Wifi networks are consid-
ered as small cell networks utilizing orthogonal radio resources to
HPN. For distributed approaches, game theory is a popular tool to
design a distributed strategy among different players (networks).
In [18], a data offloading scheme based on the Stackelberg game
and the corresponding efficient algorithm to find the best strategy
are proposed. To measure the fairness between different network
layers, a coalitional game is formed to encourage the cooperation
between different layer networks in [19]. To fully utilize the

unused capacity, an auction-based mechanism is proposed to
encourage non-busy WiFis to release the resource and decrease
the burden of HPN in [20].

2.2 CoMP Clustering

It is known of advantages to utilize CoMP in the heterogeneous
networks. However, the success of CoMP relies on the coor-
dination between all small APs including the synchronization
issue [21], exchanges of channel state information [22], and
additional signal processing for interference mitigation [23],etc.
Consequently, in order to reduce these overhead, a question called
CoMP clustering arise: how small a CoMP can be but still provide
the major portion of the potential CoMP performance. User-centric
approach is considered in [24], [25], where the clustering of the
CoMP is dynamic according to the users. In [26], the user-centric
approach is also proposed to maximize the average throughput of
the network. Different from previous two, the limitation of the
backhaul networks is considered. In [27], based on coalition game
theory, a distributed clustering algorithm is proposed. The cluster
size can automatically increase to the predefined cluster size and
optimize the performance.

The previous works about data offloading assume that the
IMMs can be served by only one HPN or AP. The IMMs are lim-
ited to switch from one HPN to another one. With the development
of CoMP, the IMMs can connect to multiple APs simultaneously
and a new network association should be developed. On the other
hand, for the previous work about CoMP clustering, they focus on
the optimize the performance with minimizing the size of CoMP
network in the same tier. However, there still lacks method of
CoMP clustering with assistance from HPN in a heterogeneous
network. In this work, we tackle the network association from
the viewpoint of minimizing the number of the utilized APs,i.e.,
the size of CoMP. With vertical network association, a HPN can
be regarded as an auxiliary tool. An IMM offloads data to a HPN
when APs cannot satisfy service requirements. By this manner, we
save more control signals to coordinate multiple APs to operate
CoMP and the delay can be further improved.

We summarize our contribution as follows.

• A proactive horizontal network association is proposed to
minimize the control signal cost of CoMP.

• A proactive vertical network association is proposed to
fully integrate the APs and HPN networks.

• The proposed approach can only utilize “enough” APs or
HPN to achieve the delay performance requirements.

3 SYSTEM MODEL

3.1 The Cost of Network Connection

As mentioned before, the control signal overheads have a great im-
pact on the delay performance. Therefore, it is necessary to know
the time costs of horizontal and vertical associations carefully. We
provide a brief discussion about what kind of time cost is needed
in the following respectively. We refer to [28], [29] for the details
numerical values of these time costs.

During the process of a horizontal network association, the
following steps are required. First, it takes sensing delay (dsen)
to identify the available APs in its transmission region. Then, an
IMM spends additional time to inform the core network about
its connection requirement (dIMM

inform). Subsequently, BBUs pool
determines one or multiple appropriate APs to allocate a channel
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TABLE 1: Glossary of Notations.

Notation Description

J Number of independent channels shared by APs.
λM Distribution density of IMMs.
λap Distribution density of APs.
P0 Transmission power of IMMs.
v Velocity of IMMs.
θ Non-outageSINR threshold.
α Path-loss exponent.
d Distance between an IMM and an AP.
R Radius of the transmission region of IMMs and APs.
Gj Channel fading of an IMM in thejth channel.
Gx j Channel fading of thexth IMMs as an interference

source injth channel.
p Non-outage probability of each channel.
Pav Probability of the AP being available for the

arrival IMMs.
Pvi Delay violation probability.
aA(t) In the scenario with vertical handover,aA(t) refers to

the data go through APs.
Pchoose Probability that an AP is selected by an IMM.
Pav Probability that not allJ channels of an AP are

occupied.
N (t) Number of available APs at time slott

to the IMM (dBBU). If this allocated channel is the same with
current one used by the IMM, the IMM just transmits data
as previously. There is no further control information exchange
needed between the IMM and the core network. The resulting
total delay is

Dchan
same= dsen+ dIMM

inform+ dBBU.

However, if the same channel in the newly designated AP has been
allocated, this AP can immediately allocate the other channel to
the IMM. In such case, the network needs to spend additional time
to inform the IMM which channel is allocated to (dNet

inform). Then,
the IMM switches to the newly designated channel and resume
the transmission after synchronization with multiple APs (dsyn)
for CoMP. Then the resulting total delay is

Dchan
diff = dsen+ dIMM

inform+ dBBU + dNet
inform+ dsyn.

BecausedNet
inform and dsyn are two additional delays, to speed up

association for low delay, it is better for the whole network to
operate horizontal associations in the same channel as long as
possible. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the networks
always manage the horizontal association in the same channel.

An IMM can proceed vertical network association with a
HPN. The vertical association involves further more complicated
procedures between the IMM and the network. These additional
procedures includes: (1) the sensing delay to find the existing HPN
(dver

sen) (2) the IMM informs the core network the requirements of
building a vertical connection (dver

inform) (3) the processing time in
the BBU to coordinate the unoccupied channels (dHPN) of the
HPN (4) the time to inform the IMM about the allocated channel
(dNet

inform) (5) the synchronization time between the IMM and the
HPN and APs (dver

syn). Therefore, the total delayDver is

Dver = dver
sen+ dver

inform+ dHPN+ dNet
inform+ dver

syn.

On the other hand, due to the limited number of channels in a
HPN, the BBUs may terminate the vertical connection with an
IMM. This termination also introduces additional control signals
to the network. To minimize the utilization rate of a HPN, it is
not only the reason that these additional delay caused by vertical
association but also these additional exchanges of control signals.

HPN AP

Intelligent 

Mobile 

Machine

Vertical Association Link

Horizontal Association Link

BBUs

Fronthual

R

Data Queue

Fig. 3: Illustration of the network system architecture.

Therefore, it is necessary to design a new association scheme to
decrease the utilization rate ofvertical association.

3.2 Network Model

As shown in Fig. 3, the H-CRAN is composed of IMMs, a HPN,
small APs and BBUs. The BBUs pool in the H-CRAN is in charge
of collecting information and do the signal processing [9]. There
are two possible paths in the air for the IMMs connecting to
the network infrastructure. The first one is to build horizontal
connections with the AP networks. We assume that there are
J different channels shared by the AP networks. Each AP (or
multiple APs with CoMP technique) can allocate one of theJ
channels to the IMMs in its service region. The IMMs can connect
to the network with one or multiple APs through one of these
J channels. The second one is a vertical connection with the
HPN network. Here, we assume that the channel of horizontal and
vertical air interface are orthogonal thus no cross-tier interference
between the HPN and the APs networks.

To consider a general case, we take advantage of random
modeling for the IMMs and the APs via the Poisson point process
(PPP) model. The spatial distribution of the IMMs follows a PPP
with density λM and its transmission power is denoted asP0.
Without loss of generality, we assume that each IMM is moving
along the straight line with a velocityv(meters/s) and different
direction randomly during the need of network association or
handover. The spatial distribution of the APs also follows PPP
with densityλap . The IMMs can build the connections with the
APs within a radiusR through one or multiple ofJ channels. We
assume that the packet can be transmitted successfully if theSIRj

value, the signal-to-interferenceratio in thejth channel, is larger
than θ. Then the non-outage probabilityp j in the jth channel is
defined as

p j , P(SIRj ≥ θ). (1)

The signal-to-interference ratioSIRj in the jth channel is

SIRj ,
P0G jR−α

Ij
(2)

whereIj is denoted as the total interference in thejth channel,α
is the coefficient of path loss subject to environment, andG j is the
channel fading following exponential distribution with unit mean.
Here, we ignore the effect of white noise due to strong interference
from other IMMs.
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The interferenceIj comes from the other IMMs also utilizing
the jth channel. Here, we assume that all the APs randomly
allocate a channel to each IMM. Therefore, the point process of
the IMMs in thejth channels, denoted asΦj , is another PPP. Then,
the interference in thejth channel can be expressed as

Ij =
∑

x∈Φ j

P0Gx j R
−α
x , (3)

where Gx j is the channel fading from thexth IMM in the jth
channel.

Here, we assume that all the IMMs choose the APs randomly.
We also assume that, after an IMM connects to a set of APs, the
BBUs pool or AP itself will allocates one channel to the IMM
randomly. Therefore, the IMM’s distribution density in thejth
channel isλj = λM/J. Then the non-outage probabilityp j of the
transmission link injth channel can be further expressed as [30]

p j (d) = P
(
SIRj ≥ θ

)

= EIj

[
P

(
G j ≥

θIj
P0d−α

)]

= exp

[
−
λM

J
θ2/αd2 2π2

α sin(2π/α)

]
,

(4)

where d is the distance between the IMM and AP. Due to
the assumption that the IMMs choose the APs within radiusR
randomly, the distance between an IMM and an APr is also a
random variable with the distributionr ∼ 2r/R2. The non-outage
probability p j can be further expressed as

p = Ed(p j (d))

=

∫ R

r=0

p j (r)
2r

R2
dr

=

1− exp
(
−ξR2

)

ξR2
,

(5)

whereξ = λM

J
θ2/α 2π2

α sin(2π/α)
, which is actually the average number

of available APs. We can find that the non-outage probability is
the same in each channel. Therefore, non-outage probability in
every channel is denoted asp, i.e., p j = p,∀ j ∈ J.

3.3 Queue Model for Device Mobility

Under the H-CRAN architecture with CoMP technique, data
service rate of the IMMs depends on the available APs in the
transmission region. The BBUs can allocate the available APs to
the IMMs and thus control the data service rate. To describe the
solution space of the proposed dynamic optimization and analyze
the performance of the proposed scheme in the later section, it
is necessary to find the probability distribution of the available
APs around the IMMs. By the stationary characteristics of a
homogeneous PPP, the statistics measured by a typical IMM at
the origin is representative of all the others [31]. In the following,
we consider a typical AP and IMM to represent all the others in
the network.

3.3.1 Probability of APs Being Available

From the viewpoint of the AP, the IMMs enter into a circular
transmission region centering at the AP with a radiusR and
are serviced by the AP until they leave the transmission region.
Because the AP has onlyJ channels, therefore, the number of the
IMMs in the AP at each time slot can be modeled as a queue
with J servers. Due to Poisson distribution of the IMMs, this

queue can be regarded as aM/G/J/J queue.J/J comes from
the fact that each ofJ channels can serve only one IMM. The
service time of an IMM is a duration of staying in the transmission
region of the AP. The expected service time isπR

2v
as shown

in Appendix B. The arrival rate of this queue is a rate that the
IMM enters into the transmission region of the AP. It can be
expressed as2RvλMPchoose as shown in Appendix B. The reason
of Pchoose is that the IMM may have multiple connectible APs
simultaneously. We assume that the IMM randomly selects one of
the connectible APs to establish a connection link.Pchoose can be
further expressed as

Pchoose =

∞∑

k=1

pn=k
1

k
, (6)

wherepn=k is the probability that there arek APs in its transmis-
sion region of the IMM. It can be expressed as

pn=k = P (k possible APs|k ≥ 1)

=

e−λap πR
2
(λapπR2)k

k!

/
∞∑

i=1

e−λap πR
2
(λapπR2)n

n!
,

(7)

and 1
k

in (6) comes from that the IMM randomly selects one AP
amongk connectible APs to establish a connection link.

To derive the probability of an AP being available,i.e., not
all the J channels are occupied by the IMMs, we need to know
the probability distribution of the number of occupied server in
the M/G/J/J queue. According to queueing theory, it can be
described byErlang B formula [32]. We denote the probability of
the AP being available asPav , then it can be expressed as

Pav = P (not all server being occupied)

= 1−
ρJ/J!

∑J
j=0 ρ

j/ j!
,

(8)

whereρ= πR2λMPchoose is the utilization factor of a queue. Here,
we need to note that it is an upper bound of the real probability
of the APs being available because the IMMs may access multiple
APs at the same time, which results in largerPchoose and thus
smallerPav .

3.3.2 Probability Distribution of Available APs for IMMs
In this subsection, we will derive the probability distribution of
the number of available APs from the viewpoint of an IMM. We
denote the number of available APs within the radiusR centered at
the IMM asN(t). Due to high mobility,N(t) is a random variable
at each time slott. The update rule ofN(t) can be expressed as

N(t +1) =max[N(t)−Nl(t),0]+Na(t), (9)

whereNl(t) and Na(t) is the number of APs leaving and arriving
the transmission region of the IMM. We can find that this is a
classical form of a dynamic queue. Because there is no restriction
on N(t), the number of available APs in the transmission region
of the IMM can be modeled as aM/G/∞. With a velocityv, the
expectation ofNa(t) is 2RvλapPav and the proof is similar to the
one in Appendix B. The expectation service time of this queue,
i.e., the expected duration of an AP staying in the transmission
region of the IMM is πR

2v
, which can be derived by the similar

steps in Appendix B. According to the transition behavior of a
M/G/∞ queue, the probability distribution ofN(t) is

P(N(t) = n) =
e−Nav Nn

av

n!
, (10)

whereNav = πR2λapPav is the average number of available APs.
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3.4 Queueing Model of Data

To describe the dynamics of the queue in a typical IMM, we define
the data queueU(t) as the untransmitted data in the typical IMM
at each time slott. The queueU(t) evolves according to

U(t+1) =max [U(t)−u(t),0]+a(t), (11)

whereu(t) anda(t) is the number of successfully transmitted and
the arriving packets at the time slott. The dynamic update rule in
(11) satisfies following lemma which is useful while we analyze
the performance of our proposed network association.

Lemma 1. For positive real numbersX,Y, µ, υ satisfying

Y =max[X − µ,0]+υ,

then the following inequality holds [33]

Y 2 ≤ X2
+ µ2
+υ2 −2X(µ−υ). (12)

At each time slott, the service rate of the IMM is determined
by the number of accessed APs. The decision space of the IMM
is denoted asDt :

Dt =

{
{1, . . .,N(t)}, if N(t) , 0

{0}, if N(t) = 0,
(13)

whereN(t) is the total available accessible AP at time slott and
n(t) ∈ Dt is denoted as the number of connected APs at the time
slot t.

Because an IMM can connect to one or multiple APs in the
same channel simultaneously, the capacity of the transmission link
can be regarded as a single-input-multiple-output (SIMO) channel.
The capacity of SIMO withn(t) accessed APs can be expressed
as log(1+

∑n(t)

i=1
SIRi). It means that the summation ofSIRs at

different links determines whether the outage happens or not.
Therefore, thepn(t) non-outage probability withn(t) APs at time
slot t can be expressed as

pn(t) = P(
n(t)∑

i=1

SIRi ≥ θ)

≅ 1−P(SIRi < θ)
n(t)

= 1−(1− p)n(t),

(14)

Because only one packet is transmitted in each time slot, then
theu(t) can be expressed as

u(t) =




1, if
n(t)∑

i=1

SIRi ≥ θ

0, if
n(t)∑

i=1

< θ.

Combing with (14), the mean number of serviced packets at time
t condition with a decisionn(t) is

E(u(t)|n(t)) = 1−(1− p)n(t) . (15)

3.5 Minimal Required APs Network Density

Because the time-average service rate of an IMM is determined
by its available APs, or the density of APs, it is necessary to know
the minimal density of the APs which are able to support the
fundamental horizontal connection. In the following, we denote
the time-average service rateu(t) and arrival packetsa(t) as

u , lim
T→∞

1

T

T∑

t=1

u(t)

a , lim
T→∞

1

T

T∑

t=1

a(t)

(16)

Given a, the minimal required number of APs without the
assistance of vertical connection can be described by the following
theorem.

Theorem 1. Without the assistance of vertical connection, stability
of the data queueU(t) cannot be guaranteed if

λap < log

(
1

1−a

) /
(πR2Pavp) (17)

Proof: To maximize the mean service rate of the typical
IMM, the most intuitive way is to allow the typical IMM to utilize
all APs in the transmission region and other IMMs still utilize one
AP. If the service rate with this strategy still cannot support the
packet arrival ratea of the IMM, then the execution of vertical
connection is necessary to guarantee the dataU(t) to be stable.
We denote the number of successfully serviced packets with fully-
utilizing-AP strategy at timet asumax(t). Its average value is

E(umax(t)) =
∞∑

n=0

(1−(1− p)n)
e−Nav Nn

av

n!

= 1− e−Nav ,

(18)

whereNav = πR2λapPav . In the following, we denoteE(umax (t))
asumax .

According to queueing theory, the stability of queues is not
guaranteed if the expectation of service rate is lower than that of
arrival rate. Thus, the queue is not stable if the following equation
holds.

lim
T→∞

1

T

T∑

t=1

E [u(t)] ≤ lim
T→∞

1

T

T∑

t=1

E [umax(t)]

< a

(19)

Substitute (18) into (19) and arrange it, then the proof finishes.

4 SCENARIO WITH HORIZONTAL ASSOCIATION

ONLY

4.1 Problem Formulation

Because a HPN may not always have remaining channels for
IMMs and IMMs may also move into the region where is out
of coverage of a HPN like suburban area, it is necessary to
explore efficient utilization of the limited number of APs without
the assistance of vertical association. To support as more IMMs
as possible, the horizontal association should be designed to
minimize the number of utilized APs in average. The first reason
is to reduce the computation complexity in BBUs pool. Though
the combination of a large number of antennas results in a
better multiplexing gain, it needs to run complicated algorithm
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like successive interference cancellation to decode the signals.
Second, more connected APs may increase the backhual load.
In an uplink scenario, all the received signal must be forwarded
to the combination point like BBUs pool to decode the signals.
To decrease the burden on backhual networks, the desired number
of connected APs should be just enough. On the other hand, as
mentioned in the Section 3.1, an association scheme involves more
control signal exchanges between not only IMMs and APs but also
core networks. Also, decreasing the utilization number of APs can
help to leave more available APs for other IMMs which may suffer
from some emergency like car crash.

To overcome these challenges, we formulate the horizontal
network association problem without the vertical connection as
the following dynamic optimization problem.
Horizontal Network Association Problem:

min
n(t)∈D(t)

lim
T→∞

1

T

T∑

t=1

n(t)

subject to lim
T→∞

1

T

T∑

t=1

E [U(t)] <∞,

(20)

In this dynamic optimization problem, we try to minimize the
time-average number of utilized APs. From queueing theory, a
queue is stable if and only if time-average service rate is larger
than that of arrival rate. Therefore, this constraint is equivalent to
u > a.

4.2 Proposed Horizontal Network Association

To solve the dynamic optimization problem, a common way is
to model the problem as a MDP and apply the policy or value
iteration algorithm [34]. However, it may take a lot of time before
the decision policy becomes stationary. Thus, this approach may
not be appropriate for the mobile networks, which has highly
requirement on the delay performance. Therefore, we present the
following horizontal scheme based on theLaypunov optimization.

Horizontal Network Association Scheme: At every time slot,
given the observation of theU(t), the number of APsn(t) follows

n(t) =




1, if

⌈
ln V

2U(t)p

ln(1− p)

⌉

< 1

⌈
ln V

2U(t)p

ln(1− p)

⌉

, if 1 ≤

⌈
ln V

(2U(t)p)

ln(1− p)

⌉

≤ N(t)

N(t), if

⌈
ln V

2U(t)p

ln(1− p)

⌉

> N(t)

(21)

where ⌈.⌉ represents a ceiling function andV > 0 is a control
parameter to weight the importance of the utilization of the APs.
Here we need to note thatn(t) = 0 if the number of available APs
N(t) = 0.
Theorem 2. With horizontal network association scheme in (21),

the upper bound of the queue size satisfies

lim
T→∞

1

T

T∑

t=1

E [U(t)] ≤
Bmax +VλapπR2Pav

2ǫ
, (22)

whereBmax = E(u2
max(t)+ a2(t)) andǫ > 0 satisfiesE (u(t)) −

E(a(t)) > ǫ . The time-average utilization number of APs ap-
proaches the optimal utilization numbern∗ and satisfies

lim
T→∞

1

T

T∑

t=1

E [n(t)] ≤ n∗+
Bmax

V
. (23)

Proof: Here, we define theLyapunov function asL(U(t)) =
U2(t) and the one-step conditionalLyapunov drift function △L(t)
is defined as

△L(t) , E [L(t +1)− L(t)|U(t)] . (24)

According toLemma 1, the following inequality always holds

U2(t +1) ≤ U2(t)+u2(t)+a2(t)−2U(t) [u(t)−a(t)] . (25)

Taking expectation of the equation above with respect toU(t),
thenE(△U(t)) satisfies

E [△L(t)] ≤ E
[
u2(t)+a2(t)

]
−2E [U(t)(u(t)−a(t))]

≤ E
[
u2
max(t)+a2(t)

]
−2E [U(t)(u(t)−a(t))]

= Bmax −2E [U(t)(u(t)−a(t))]

(26)

Adding VE(n(t)) to both side of (26) and arrange it, we can
get

E [△L(t)+Vn(t)] ≤

Bmax +2E [U(t)a(t)] −E [2U(t)u(t)−Vn(t)] .
(27)

The horizontal network association actually tries to minimize the
right hand side of the equation above given theU(t). That is,

max
n(t)∈D(t)

E [2U(t)(u(t)−a(t))−Vn(t)|U(t)] . (28)

Substitute (15) into (28) and choose the integer to maximize the
equation above, we get thehorizontal network association in (21).
The details of the proof are shown in Appendix A.

We denote the optimal average utilization number of APs asn∗

for the problem (20). Regarding then(t) as the resulting random
process of the proposed scheme, then we can find that

E [△L(t)+Vn(t)]

≤ Bmax −2E [u(t)−a(t))+VE(n(t)]

≤ Bmax −E [2U(t)(u(t)−a(t))]+Vn∗,

(29)

the second inequality comes from the fact of minimization in (28).
Taking the time average fromt = 1 → ∞ and rearrange the

equation above, we can get the follows

lim
t→∞

1

T

T∑

t=1

E [U(t)]

≤
Bmax +Vn∗

2ǫ
− lim

T→∞

(
E(U2(T +1)−U2(1))

T

)

≤
Bmax +VE

(
limT→∞

1
T

∑T
t=1 N(t)

)

2ǫ

=

Bmax +VλapπR2Pav

2ǫ
,

which is the upper bound of the average size of the data queue
U(t). The second inequality comes from the fact that the IMMs
can at most access the all APs in the decision spaceD(t).

To prove the inequality (23), we move△U(t) in (29) to the
right hand side and take the time average fromt →∞

lim
T→∞

1

T

T∑

t=1

E [n(t)]V

≤ Bmax +Vn∗− lim
T→∞

E
[
U2(T +1)−U2(1)

]

T
≤ Bmax +Vn∗,

(30)
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the last inequality comes from the fact that
limT→∞

E(U2(T+1)−U2(1))
T

approaches to0 if T goes to infinity. By
dividing both sides of (30) withV , we get the inequality (23).

From Theorem 2, we know that there is a tradeoff between
the utilization number of the available APs and the resulting
queue length. We can interpretV as the cost of utilizing the
APs. By decreasingV , the size of the queue decreases but the
utilization number of the APs increases. On the contrary, we can
also decrease the utilization of the APs by increasingV , but it
results in longer delay.

5 SCENARIO WITH HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL

ASSOCIATION

5.1 Problem Formulation

Due to highly mobility of IMMs, the stability condition in (17)
may not always hold. For example, a vehicle gets into the
downtown or it is in the rush hours, the volume of vehicles
flows increases significantly and the stability condition cannot be
guaranteed. In such case, a possible solution is to build adual
connectivity, by which, IMMs can connect to APs and a HPN
simultaneously.Dual connectivity can offload some of data flows
into the HPN network to reduce the burden of the AP networks.
The idea of utilizing HPNs to relieve the burden of data traffic
can be traced back to [35]. However, the procedure of building a
vertical connection involves lots of information exchanges,e.g.,
authentication, between IMMs and core networks as mentioned
in Section 3.1. To avoid the additional burden on core networks
and the complexity of vertical connections, IMMs should not
aggressively execute vertical network association as possible as
they can.

We denotea(t) as the total arrival data at timet andaA(t) ≤ a(t)
as the data transmitted through AP networks at timet. The amount
of a(t)−aA(t) is offloaded to a HPN network through the vertical
connection. The update rule of the data queueU(t) is

U(t +1) =max[U(t)−u(t),0]+aA(t). (31)

To minimize the average amount of data flowing through the
vertical connection,i.e., the HPN network, it is equivalent to
maximize the time average ofaA(t). Therefore, we formulate a
vertical network association problem as follow.Vertical Network
Assocation Problem:

max
n(t)∈D(t),aA(t)≤a(t)

lim
T→∞

1

T

T∑

t=1

aA(t)

subject to n ≤ Nav

lim
T→∞

1

T

T∑

t=1

E [U(t)] ≤ ∞,

(32)

wheren = limT→∞ 1/T
∑T

t=1E(n(t)) is the time-average utilization
number of the APs andNav is the average available APs. The
first constraint in (32) comes the fact that the average utilization
number of the APs should not exceed the average available APs.
The second one is to guarantee the stability of the queue.

5.2 Virtual Utilization Queue

To tackle the constraints in the dynamic programming problem in
(32), a novel approach is to build thevirtual queue [36]. A virtual

queue is like a budget table. At each beginning of a time slot, an
IMM get a quotaNav on the utilization number of APs. The IMM
records the difference between utilization and the quota (n(t) −
Nav). This budget table is known asvirtual queue. We denote this
virtual queue asX(t) and its update rule is

X(t +1) =max[X(t)−Nav,0]+n(t), (33)

whereNav is the average number of available APs in the environ-
ment. From the queueing theory, the stability of the queueX(t)
is

n ≤ Nav, (34)

which is the constraint in (32). In this way, a time dynamic
constraint problem can be converted into the stability problem
and all theLyapunov optimization can be applied.

5.3 Proposed Horizontal and Vertical Network Associ-
ation

To improve end-to-end delay performances, reduction of control
signal plays an important role [10]. On the other hand, due
to the existence of a large amount of IMMs in a network, a
significant portion of spectrum may be occupied by the control
signal exchanges if all the IMMs ask for the service of HPN and
thus harm the delay performance. Therefore, vertical association,
which introduces additional control signals between the IMMs and
the networks, should be triggered only if the delay requirement
of the data queue cannot be supported. To achieve this goal,
we proposed a delay-aware vertical association based on the
Lyapunov optimization, which ensures seamless connection for
the IMMs. To decrease the burden of the core network or BBUs,
the vertical association should be triggered by the IMMs instead
of the network side.

Vertical Network Association: At every time slot, given the
observation ofU(t) and X(t), the number of accessing APsn(t)
follows

n(t) =




1, if



ln
X(t)
U(t)p

ln(1− p)


< 1.



ln
X(t)
U(t)p

ln(1− p)


, if 1 ≤



ln
X(t)
U(t)p

ln(1− p)


≤ N(t)

N(t), if



ln
X(t)
U(t)p

ln(1− p)


> N(t))

(35)

The new arriving data are transmitted via the vertical association
wheneverU(t) > V/2, or else the arriving data are transmitted
through APs networks. Here we need to note thatn(t) = 0 if the
number of available APsN(t) = 0.

The proposed vertical association scheme has the properties
described inTheorem 3.

Theorem 3. We denote the ratio of the datas transmitted via
vertical connection asPv. The upper bound ofPv is

Pv ,
a−aA

a
≤ 1−

umax −(Bmax +Cmax)/V
a

, (36)

whereaA = limt→∞
1
T

∑T
t=1E(aA(t)), Bmax andCmax are

Bmax = E

(
u2(t)+a2(t)

)

Cmax = E

(
N2
av +n2(t)

) (37)
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The average size of queueE(U(t)) is upper bounded byV/2+

E(a(t)).

Proof: The Lyapunov function is defined asL(t) =U2(t)+
X2(t) and theLyapunov drift function is

△L(t) , E [L(t+1)− L(t)|U(t),X(t)] . (38)

According toLemma 1, the following inequality holds

E(△U2) = E
[
U2(t +1)−U2(t)

]

≤ Bmax −2E [U(t)u(t)−aA(t)] (39)

E(△X2) = E
[
X2(t +1)− X2(t)

]

≤ E
[
N2
av +n2

max(t)
]
−2E [X(t)(Nav −n(t))]

= Cmax −2E [X(t)(Nav −n(t))], (40)

where nmax(t) is the utilization number of APs with the fully-
utilizing strategyn(t) =max(D(t)). Combining (39) and (40) then
adding−VE(aA(t)) at both side, we get

E [△L(t)] −VE [aA(t)] ≤ Bmax +Cmax −2E [X(t)Nav]

−2E [U(t)u(t)− X(t)n(t)]+E [2U(t)aA(t)−VE(aA(t))]
(41)

The proposed vertical association scheme is actually to minimize
the right hand side of (41). GivenX(t) and U(t), we solve the
following two optimization problems.

max
n(t)∈D(t)

E [U(t)u(t)− X(t)n(t)|U(t),X(t)] (42)

min
aA(t)≤a(t)

E [2U(t)aA(t)−VaA(t)|U(t)] . (43)

To maximize (43), we just need to check whether2U(t) −V is
larger than 0 or not. If2U(t)−V > 0, thenaA(t) = a(t). Otherwise,
the IMM executes vertical connection to offloada(t) to HPNs
(then aA(t) = 0). To get the results in (35), we can follow the
similar procedures of the proof in Appendix A to maximize (42).

With the proposed vertical association scheme, the following
inequality holds.

E [△L(t)] −VE [a+ A(t)] ≤ Bmax +Cmax

−2E [2X(t)(Nav −n(t))]−E [2U(t)(u(t)−aA(t))] −Vao,
(44)

whereao is the average data traffic flowing through APs network
with any other arbitrary horizontal association scheme. The in-
equality comes from minimization of right hand side of (41). By
taking the time average on both side in (41), we get

lim
T→∞

1

T

T∑

t=1

E [aA(t)] ≥ ao −
Bmax +Cmax

V

= umax −
Bmax +Cmax

V
.

(45)

Equality in (45) holds for everyao with any arbitrary scheme.
To minimize the gap between left hand and right hand side, we
set ao

= umax . The E(umax(t)) is the average service rate with
fully-utilizing APs as shown in (18). Due toPv ,

a−aA

a
, we find

Pv ,
a−aA

a

≤ 1−
umax −(Bmax +Cmax)/V

a
.

(46)

The upper bound of expectation of data queueE(U(t)) comes
from the fact that the queue stops to access newly data and offloads
these data to the vertical connection ifU(t) > V/2. Therefore, the
maximal size of the data queue isV/2+a(t). Takes the average of
it and the proof finishes.

HPN

APs Network

U(t)

V/2

HPN

APs Network

U(t)

V/2

HPN

APs Network

U(t)

V/2

Fig. 4: The traffic flows are switched to the HPN once the data
queueU(t) is not larger thanV/2.

The illustration of the vertical association scheme is shownin
Fig. 4. To follow First-Come-First-Service (FCFS) principle, the
packets exceedingV/2 are not directly switched into HPNs. In-
stead, the first few packets are switched to the vertical connection
until the total queueU(t) < V/2.

6 DELAY VIOLATION PROBABILITY

Effective bandwidth and effective capacity [37], [38] are shown
useful to comprehend QoS in a time-varying wireless channel.
Recent years, the theories are also utilized to the QoS performance
of power control [39], radio resource allocation [40] and compu-
tational management [41]. In this section, we explore the QoS
stability of the proposed scheme from the viewpoint ofeffective
bandwidth andeffective capacity.

For user experience, we may not only care about the expec-
tation of a queue size but also the probability of a queue size
growing larger than a thresholdB. This is called the delay violation
probabilityPvi, i.e.,

Pvi , lim
t→∞
P (U(t) ≥ B) . (47)

To design a system which can guarantee thatPvi is smaller than
some required probability,effective bandwidth capacity theory is
an useful tool [42].Effective bandwidth specifies the minimal
constant service ratec that can support a given arriving data
stream to satisfy the required delay violation probability.Effective
bandwidth is defined as

EB(s) , lim
t→∞

1

st
lnE

(
esA(t)

)
, (48)

wheres > 0 and A(t) is an accumulated data arrival process,i.e.,
A(t) =

∑t
k=0 aA(k).

The concept ofeffective capacity, which is the duality of
effective bandwidth, is defined as

EC(s) , lim
t→∞

−
1

st
lnE

(
e−sS(t)

)
, (49)

where S(t) =
∑t

k=1 u(k) is an accumulated serviced data from
beginning to time slott. Effective capacity specifies the maximal
constant data arrival rate that the system can support such that the
required delay violation probability can be satisfied.
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Because a queue size at timeU(t) can be expressed asU(t) =
A(t) − S(t), thus the delay violation probabilityPvi can be further
expressed as

Pvi , lim
t→∞
P(U(t) ≥ B)

= lim
t→∞
P (A(t)− S(t) ≥ B)

≤
E
(
esA(t)

)
E
(
e−sS(t)

)

esB
.

(50)

We can take logarithm on the both sides and get

ln Pvi ≤ lim
t→∞

lnE
(
esA(t)

)
+ lnE

(
e−sA(t)

)
− sB

= lim
t→∞

st

(
1

st
lnE

(
esA(t)

)
−
−1

st
lnE

(
e−sS(t)

))
− sB

= lim
t→∞

st (EB(s)−EC (s)) − sB.

(51)

Above equation is meaningful only if there exists as∗ > 0 such
that

EB(s
∗) = EC (s

∗). (52)

Before finding the solution existence condition of (52), we first
need to know that the mean of data arrival rate can be shown
to be a = lims→0 EB(s) and the mean of data service rate is
u = lims→0 EC(s). Second,effective bandwidth EB(s) is an in-
creasing function, thus,effective capacity is a decreasing function
[38]. Therefore, the solution exists only ifa < u, which is also the
condition that the solutions of the proposed problems in (20) and
(32) exist. If the solution of (52) exists, we can further get

Pvi ≤ e−s
∗B, (53)

wheres∗ is a constant such thatEB(s∗) = EC(s∗). Therefore, we
can conclude the following theorem.

Corollary 1. If the stable condition inTheorem 1 is satisfied,
then the upper bound of the delay violation probability of
the proposed scheme follows exponential decay function, even
without the assistance of the vertical network association.

7 DESIGN AND COMPLEXITY

7.1 Design Procedure

Generally speaking, a network association scheme in heteroge-
neous networks consists of three different phases. (1) discovery
of newly encountered APs (2) decision on network connection
(3) execution of the connection. In the first phase, APs should
periodically advertise the control signals such as reference signals
to inform IMMs the existence of the APs. In the second phase,
the decision about connecting to APs (horizontal connection) or
to a HPN (vertical connection) is made. In our proposed scheme,
each IMM proactively triggers such decision procedure based on
own information (size of their data queue) and discovery of the
APs. In the third phase, the data packets are routed to newly
connected APs or a HPN if the vertical connection is needed. This
phase includes the authentication, authorization,etc. Because the
procedure of establishing a vertical connection involves additional
control signal exchanges, we maximize the data traffics flowing
through the APs in (32).

Illustrated as Fig. 5, the proposed proactive network associa-
tion consists of the following procedures.

1) IMMs scan the control channels to find total available
APs in the dedicated channel.

1

2

3

4

5

APs BBUsIntelligent 

Mobile Machine

Fig. 5: Time step diagram for thehorizonal andvertical network
association.

2) IMMs inform the BBUs pool via one or multiple dis-
covered APs about the number of needed APs according
to (21) (without the vertical connection scenario) or (35)
(with vertical connection scenario). If building a vertical
connection is necessary, IMMs also inform the BBUs
pool in this phase.

3) At this moment, the BBUs pool chooses a set of APs
through which the information comes from the IMMs
and decode them. All the received signals are processed
by the BBUs pool, therefore, there is no need to inform
the IMMs about the APs which BBUs pool chooses.

4) The BBUs pool informs IMMs about the available chan-
nels in a HPN if the execution of vertical connection is
necessary.

5) IMMs start to synchronize with the (horizontal and verti-
cal) channels and then transmit data.

On the other hand, to obtain the accurate value of non-outage
probability p in (5), a HPN can periodically broadcast this in-
formation to all IMMs or via distributed density estimation [43]
among IMMs.

7.2 Complexity Discussion

We discuss the algorithm complexity in this section. Our proposed
algorithm adopts a vehicle-centric approach to determine the
“enough” number of the connected APs to avoid the complexity
coming from CoMP.

In the scenario of only horizontal network association avail-
able, an IMM determines the number of connected APs by (21).
All the necessary information likeU(t) can be obtained from its
own information and environmental settingV andp. Similarly, in
the scenario with vertical network association, an IMM determines
whether or not to connect with HPN solely depends on its
queueing size being larger thanV/2 or not as shown in (35). In
the procedure of obtaining the number of connected APs, an IMM
only needs to observe its own queueing size (including the virtual
queueX(t)) and the environment settingV andp.

The primary complexity comes from coordinating among
IMMs, APs and HPNs. It is no doubt that integrating all the
infrastructure resources to form a CoMP network is able to im-
prove the overall performance. However, this approach also comes
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Fig. 6: Maximal data rate to guarantee the stable condition in(17)
without the assistance of vertical association.

with increased complexity due to additional authorization proce-
dures, pilots signals, synchronization issues and signal processing.
Complexity increases with the number of APs [22]. Take this
complexity into consideration, a load-aware approach to control
the size of the CoMP also attracts other research’s interests [25].
Based on the IMMs’ available information, such vehicle-centric
approach does not rely on frequent control signalling and thus
obtain better delay performance. To strike the balance between
the complexity and the performance gain from CoMP, we propose
the algorithm to satisfy the delay requirements and simultaneously
keep the utilization number of APs be as small as possible.

8 PERFORMANCE OF NETWORK ASSOCIATION

SCHEME

8.1 Simulation Result

In the simulation, we use the parameters setting asR = 200,
v = 15, J = 20, θ = 3. Considering the Doppler shift effect,
the coherence time is about5ms under the velocityv = 15m/s
(55km/h) with a carrier frequency2GHz. Therefore, we set the
duration of time slot5ms. We set the non-outage thresholdθ = 3

to guarantee at least QPSK being reliably transmitted per symbol
time. Due to obstruction effect of the buildings, we set the path-
loss exponentα = 6. The total duration time of the simulation is
1000s and the iteration times is 500. In the vertical association
scheme simulation, we assume that each IMM can be allocated
an independent channel from HPN thus each packet switched to
vertical association can be successfully transmitted in one time
slot without interference. To avoid different processing time of
the hardwares, the delay performance refers to the waiting time
in queues. The additional delay caused by the coordination of the
multiple APs and the HPN in the backhaul networks are captured
by the utilization rate.

To guarantee the stability of the queues under the scenario
without the assistance of the vertical network association, the most
important thing is to ensure that the proposed scheme operates
under the solution existing condition (i.e., Theorem 1). Fig. 6
illustrates the contour plot of the maximal packet arrival rate
corresponding to the different densities of APs. The numeric value
on the line represents the maximal allowable data arrival rate. The
stability conditions can be guaranteed only if the operating point
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Fig. 7: LargerV can be interpreted as higher cost of utilizing APs.
Thus, it results in a less service rate and a longer waiting time in
queue (delay).
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Fig. 8: The proposed scheme can dynamically control the number
of APs and thus can achieve a better delay performance.

(density of APs and IMMs) is on the left-upper side of the line. We
can find that the bottom right of the figure can support faster data
transmission. It makes sense that each IMM can transmit faster
given more resource (available APs) with less competitors.

In Fig. 7, we illustrate the queue delay without the vertical
association scheme corresponding differentV values. The time-
average packet arrival rate isa = 50(packets/s). The engineering
meaning ofV can be interpreted as the cost of utilizing an AP.
With the largerV , the fewer APs are utilized and results in a slower
service rate and longer waiting in a queue. We find that the delay
performance can be bounded by our analysis results inTheorem
2. By adjustingV , we get the desired delay performance solely by
the analytical results. In Fig. 8, we compared our scheme with
the conventional handover scheme. The conventional handover
scheme refers to that an IMM connects to only one AP. To obtain
the best SIR, an IMM always connects to an AP with the shortest
distance. We find that the proposed scheme outperforms the
conventional handover scheme in terms of the delay performance.
Because the conventional scheme, which utilizes only one AP,
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Fig. 9: The packet arrival rate exceeds the maximal allowable
arrival rate, building a vertical association becomes necessary even
if V goes to infinity.
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Fig. 10: If V is small, the IMMs with larger average packet arrival
rate a can slight benefit from frequent utilization of the vertical
association.

lacking flexibility, the queue cannot be alleviated successfully.
However, if we consider the proposed multiple-to-multiple net-
work association, the delay performance can be improved largely.
It should be noted that the proposed scheme can dynamically
adjust the number of the connected APs. It connects more APs
only if the size of queues keep growing. Therefore, the proposed
scheme also achieves AP-utilization efficiency.

In Fig. 9, we illustrate the probability of executing the pro-
posed vertical associationPv with different a and V . According
to the figure, we can find thatPv is smaller if the value ofV is
larger. However, if the packet arrival ratea exceeds the maximal
allowable rate of the stable condition in (17), the execution of
vertical association becomes necessary no matter how largeV is.
By limiting V →∞ in (46) andPv = 1− umax

a
, which means that

the ratio of data shall be directed to the vertical association if an
IMM utilizes all the available horizontal APs.

Fig. 10 shows the average delay corresponding to different
packet arrival rates. It shows that all the delays are upper bounded
by the bound provided inTheorem 3. In the figure, an interesting
phenomenon is that the data with larger packet arrival rate experi-
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Handover Scheme

Always Keep Vertical Handover

Fig. 11: Due to the integration of the distributed APs and HPN,the
proposed scheme can reach the same delay performance as that of
always utilizing HPN.

ences a smaller delay if valueV is small. This benefit comes from
that the data with larger packet arrival rate utilizes more vertical
resources ifV is small, as shown in Fig. 9. IfV increases, IMMs
tend to utilize more horizontal association. The average delay with
the smallest packet arrival rate first reaches stability, even without
the assistance of vertical association.

In Fig. 11, we compare our proposed proactive network asso-
ciation with the conventional handover and a scheme with always
maintaining a vertical connection. In the conventional handover
scheme, each IMM connects to only one AP or switches to a HPN
if there is no available AP in the service region. In such way, the
transmission rate for an IMM cannot support the data arrival rate
and thus results in large delay performance. With our simulation
setting, the probability of without APs is only0.018, i.e., probabil-
ity of connecting to a HPN is 0.018. Even though there are enough
APs, without the flexible network resource allocation scheme, the
low delay performance still cannot be achieved. With always-
keeping vertical connection approach, an IMM always keeps a
vertical connection with a HPN and horizontal connections with
APs, which achieves the best delay performance. However, such
always-connected approach may occupy all the radio resources
and not be acceptable in the practical scenario, especially when the
amount of IMMs is large. By fully utilizing the available APs, the
proposed proactive network association successfully compromises
“best possible” scenario with less vertical associations and thus
less control signal exchanges in a dynamic operating environment.

8.2 Simulation with Real Mobility Data

In the previous simulations, the mobility model of the IMMs can
be regarded as that all the IMMs do not follow a certain pattern
but run in an arbitrary direction. This simulation environment is
more similar to the suburban area. Therefore, the spatial distri-
bution of the available APs almost follows identical independent
distribution (i.i.d) and the expected performance can be reached.
We also care about the performance in the urban area, where the
vehicles follow the specially designed city roads. In this section,
we utilize the practical taxi mobility data to further verify the
proposed vertical and horizontal network association scheme. The
taxi mobility data are collected from the operating taxis in the
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Fig. 13: The reason for the performance loss is that the taxi may
go into the area lack of APs sometimes.

Beijing from 2012/11/01 to 2012/12/31. We randomly choose 100
taxis to simulate the queues variation with the proposed network
association scheme and compare them with the simulation results
in the previous section. Fig. 12 illustrates a randomly selected
taxi. The red line is the reported location of the taxi and the
blue star points are randomly distributed APs in the network
with distribution density5× 10−5(1/m2) and the service radius
is 200(m). The GPS location of the starting point is longitude
116.4151 and latitude39.8725. The distribution density of APs
λap is 5×10−5(1/m2) and the service radius of each AP is 200(m).

Fig. 13 illustrates the delay performance with data arrival rate
90 (packets/s). Compared with the simulation environment, we can
find that the taxis suffer from little performance loss especially if
V is large. It is the reason that some taxis may go around an
area without enough APs. We need to know that largerV means
less utilization of vertical network association in the scenario with
the assistance of the vertical network association. In the situation,
where there is no enough AP, the vertical network association
providing ubiquitous connection service plays an important role.
As shown in Fig. 14, the APs cannot support all the arriving
data sometimes. The size of the queues may increase rapidly until
reaching the threshold of triggering vertical network association or
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Fig. 14: The size of queue may increase fast until it triggers the
vertical network association.

the taxis leave this area. If we setV large, the taxi cannot utilize
the vertical network association immediately and thus results
in worse delay performance. This phenomenon can be better
explained with the delay violation analysis. Fig. 15 illustrates
the delay violation probability under different violation thresholds
without the vertical network association. Because different value
of V results in different service rates of the data queues, the
delay violation probability can be upper bounded bye−sB with
different s. However, asV increases, this upper bound may not
work anymore, like the lineV = 250. In Fig. 15, due to the taxis
going around in an area without enough APs. The success of
data transmissions thus highly depends on the vertical network
association. For smallerV , the threshold to trigger the vertical
network association is smaller, and hence the size of queue drops
quickly even if the taxis are in this kind of areas. In Fig. 16,
we compared with the results with the ideal movement mode.
We can find that the performances are similar if the triggering
threshold of vertical network association is small. IfV is large
(V = 150,250 in Fig. 16), the simulation results are better than the
one with practical taxi data. This result shows that if the movement
is similar to the ideal movement, like on the highway or suburban
environment, the distributed APs can support the arriving data
alone. However, if the environment is similar to the urban area (as
the practical data), the vertical network association plays a more
important role to guarantee the delay performance. Consequently,
the largerV may result in insufficient utilization of the vertical
network and the delay violation probability cannot be guaranteed.

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper, a proactive network association scheme that can
provide multiple-to-multiple switches are proposed. We regard
the network association as dynamic resource allocation in het-
erogeneous networks, with two different types of resources:hor-
izontal and vertical associations. This resource-allocation-based
approach is quite different from conventional network association
or handover technology in cellular networks. The corresponding
dynamic resource allocation problems are proposed to utilize radio
resources in the most efficient way. To solve the proposed dy-
namic optimization problem, we take the advantage ofLyapunov
optimization to provide IMMs with insightful decision schemes to
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Fig. 16: Comparison of the violation probability of the idealand
practical movement data with the assistance of vertical network
association.

guarantee the low-latency and ultra-reliable communication with
efficacious utilization of limited distributed APs and HPNs simul-
taneously. The proposed proactive network association utilizes a
minimal number of APs and trigger the vertical association only
if it is necessary, which profits by less information exchanges
and thus reduction of the delay in highly dynamic operation like
vehicular networks.
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APPENDIX A

Proof: We definef (n(t)) as the objective function in (28)

f (n(t)) = 2U(t)(1−(1− p)n(t))−Vn(t),

and the optimal solution asN∗. The optimal solution should satisfy
two conditions. The first is

f (N∗)− f (N∗
+1)

= 2U(t)(1−(1− p)N
∗

)−V N∗

−(2U(t)(1−(1− p)N
∗
+1)−V (N∗

+1))

= −2U(t)(1− p)N
∗

p+V ≥ 0.

We thus get

N∗ ≥
ln V

2U(t)p

ln(1− p)
(54)

The second condition is

f (N∗)− f (N∗ −1) = 2U(t)(1−(1− p)N
∗

)−V N∗

−(2U(t)(1−(1− p)N
∗−1)−V(N∗ −1))

= 2U(t)(1− p)N
∗−1p−V ≥ 0.

Then we get

N∗ ≤
ln V

2U(t)p

ln(1− p)
+1. (55)

Combining (54) and (55), we get

ln V
2U(t)p

ln(1− p)
≤ N∗ ≤

ln V
2U(t)p

ln(1− p)
+1, (56)

(21) can thus be obtained.

APPENDIX B

For each IMM enters into the transmission region with an angle
θ, the service time,i.e., the duration staying the circular region in
Fig. 17, can be expressed as

2Rcosθ

v

.

Because of homogeneous property, the projection of the arrival
IMMs on the vertical axis follows uniform distribution. That is,
the probability of an IMM arriving with an angleθ is R cosθdθ

R
=

cosθdθ. Therefore, the expected duration of an IMM staying in
the circular transmission region is

∫ π

2

0

2Rcosθ

v

Rcosθ

R
dθ =

πR
2v
.

To derive the expected arrival rate of the IMMs with a velocity
v, we need to refer to the Fig. 17. We first calculate the “area
increased” rate as shown in the shadowed area in Fig. 17. In the
figure, the incremental area at the angleθ is Rv cosθdt. To obtain
the shadowed area, we integrateθ from − π

2
to π

2
.

∫ π

2

− π

2

Rcosθvdθdt = 2Rvdt . (57)

The spatial distribution of the APs follows a PPP with density
λap but not all the APs have remaining channels for the newly
arrival IMMs. We denote the probability of an AP being available
as Pav , i.e., the probability that not allJ channels are occupied
by the IMMs. Therefore, the effective density isλapPav and the
expected arrival rate of the IMMs is2RvλapPav .
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Fig. 17: Illustration of the expected time staying in the transmis-
sion region and the expected arrival rate.
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